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Kxoergic Collisions of Cold Na -Na
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We calculate rates for two exothermic excited-state collision processes involving sodium at ultracold
temperatures. We predict that the rate for fine-structure changing collisions exceeds that of radiative
redistribution with release of enough energy to cause loss from current optical traps. A semiclassical
treatment is used which accounts for the frequency dependence of absorption and spontaneous emission
in midcollision

PACS numbers: 34.10.+x, 34.50.Rk

Na+ Na+ h to ~ Na2 ~ Na+ Na+ 6 co', (2)

is known as radiative redistribution. "' It transfers

Recent observations of collisions between trapped
atoms ' have opened the field of ultracold collisions to
experimental study. Many novel features result from a
106 reduction of usual thermal energies: long de Broglie
wavelength XD, predominance of s and p-w-ave scatter-
ing, importance of weak (e.g. , magnetic dipole-dipole)
forces, and long collision duration (e.g. , not sudden with
respect to hyperfine interaction times). These have been
noted by many authors, to who also agree that the most
challenging new physics arises in collisions of excited
atoms, due to the high probability of spontaneous decay
during the collisions. In these slow, long-range en-
counters the probability of absorption, stimulated, and
spontaneous radiative transitions can approach unity;
consequently, radiation may no longer be treated as a
perturbation on the collision dynamics —even in weak
radiation fields.

We now present a semiclassical treatment of excited-
state collisions in which nuclear motion on the (un-
dressed) molecular potentials is treated classically,
affording a clear conceptual picture of the effects of
spontaneous emission during the collision. We have re-
stricted our attention to two processes involving one
excited- and one ground-state atom which can impart
enough kinetic energy to expel atoms from current atom
traps (-1 K of energy): fine-structure changing col-
lisions and radiative redistribution.

The first is the familiar fine-structure changing pro-
cess,

Na+ Na+ 1' co Na2 (3P3/2)

Na (3P~12) +Na+ &FFs, (1)
where the Na2 (3P312) represents a long-range molecule
(in Hund's case c). This process transfers &FFstt2=12
K to nuclear kinetic energy of each atom, causing both
to escape from the trap. The second mechanism,
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FIG. 1. Rate coefficients vs red detuning h, for 3P312 3PIg2
excitation transfer for Pg 0.2 (labeled AJ) and radiative es-

cape (RE). Inset: radiative redistribution. A ground-state
pair approaches with kinetic energy KE;, which is conserved
during photoexcitation but increases to KE2 and KE3 as the
Na -Na pair separation decreases. This KE3 is preserved dur-

ing spontaneous emission, resulting in trap escape by both Na
atoms if co' is sufficiently red.

It (co —to')/2 to each atom, as shown diagrammatically in
the inset portion of Fig. 1. The latter mechanism has al-
ready been suggested as a heating mechanism, 7 but not
calculated. Quantum corrections are discussed; they are
not expected to cause major changes in our predictions.

A molecular viewpoint is necessary in order to treat
radiative phenomena that occur at internuclear separa-
tions R (X1;ggt. Half of the Na*-Na molecular states
have dipole-forbidden transitions to the ground state, the
other half are dipole allowed with spontaneous decay
rate I ~ 2I ~ 1.2&10 s ', where I ~ is the atomic
rate. Neglecting hfs, there are ten distinguishable long-
range Na (2P312)-Na adiabatic potentials, which are
equally positive and negative interactions and radiating
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and nonradiating states. ' The collisions under con-
sideration here are dominated by absorption to potential
curves of attractive, radiating states of the Na*(3P3/2)-
Na pair at R ~ 500 A, and motion from there into the
few A. region.

The dominant molecular interaction in this region is
the long-range electrostatic dipole-dipole interaction
which we represent as ~ CR for the repulsive and at-
tractive states, C 8.4 a.u. being the average coefficient
of all the potential curves dissociating to 3S+3P3t2. For
R & 500 A, CR exceeds the excited-state hyperfine in-
teraction, so we are justified in neglecting the complica-
tions of hyperfine recoupling (which occurs in the region
labeled AF in Fig. 2).

Our calculation begins with "stationary" ground-state
atom pairs at internuclear separation Ro. The semiclas-
sical excitation rate % for exciting this pair to the attrac-
tive ( —CR ) state is
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(3)

Here cp(Rp) cop —CRp/ft is the molecular resonant ab-
sorption frequency, mL and I are the laser beam frequen-
cy and intensity, mo is the atomic resonant frequency,
and the cross section A. /2x is —,

' of the atomic
(3S~t2-3P3t2) value, for the attractive state. E(a)L,R'p) is
shown in Fig. 2 to show the Rp regions excited by various
detunings; for 10 and 30 MHz this does not include hfs,
hence is only indicative of the general Rp region.

Stimulated emission and the concomitant saturation
are omitted from Eq. (3) since our primary objective is
to study the eff'ects of spontaneous emission on low-
intensity processes. Power broadening and stimulated
emission may be expected to greatly modify the col-
lision dynamics at relatively low intensities (W/cm2), in
contrast to thermal collisions where they are important
only at extremely high intensities (MW/cm ). '

After excitation at Rp, the excited-atoin pair is drawn
together by the —CR interaction, reaching the R
&60 A region where trap-loss processes can occur in

essentially the same time t(Rp) as that for reaching
R 0 in a pure —CR interaction, i.e.,

&/2 —i/2

t (Rp) 1.4 dR
2 ~0 R3 R03

' 1/2 ' ' 5/6
pRp5

(4)

where p is the reduced mass, 6-top —toL is the detun-
ing, 6, 240 MHz is the detuning corresponding to
Rp R, 330A, where t(R, ) I ~' (see Fig. 2). Equa-
tion (4) without the factor of 1.4 applies to initially sta-
tionary atoms; we found that this factor compensates ap-
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FIG. 2. Contributions to the integrand of Eq. (5). Top:
e(roL, Rp), the relative absorption coefficient of Na*-Na pairs,
vs Ro for several values of red detuning. The long-dashed line
is the R$ factor, and the short-dashed line indicates the
broadening discussed in the text. Bottom: Probability P of
reaching the small-R region from Ro before radiative decay
(labeled R ~ 0), and of undergoing a hJ process before spon-
taneous emission (labeled AJ). Dashed curves show probabili-
ties of radiative escape (RE) assuming rig =0 and 0.2.

proximately for the effects of initial thermal motion
when kT & CRp

Although XD is long (-50K for Na-Na at 1 mK),
this semiclassical absorption followed by classical motion
is justified as follows. The significant Rp region is 300 to
500 A, so that several partial waves are required to de-
scribe the nuclear motion —consequently, quantum oscil-
lations largely average out. The excited vibrational lev-
els of importance are closer than I ~ so a coherent super-
position is excited, producing an inward-moving wave
packet whose initial spatial extent (-0.1Rp) is smaller
than the ground-state kD. The semiclassical absorption
is thus broadened by the finite excited-state nuclear
wavelength, but since the integrated absorption is
preserved and this has only a minor effect on the contin-
uum absorption coefficient, as utilized here. However, it
does raise the saturation intensity (e.g. , by —20X at 1-
6Hz detuning). An example of this broadening is shown
in Fig. 2 as a dashed line at 700-MHz detuning. At
large detunings the continuous absorption coefficient is
replaced by a bound molecular spectrum of lines I M
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wide. (The possibility of high-resolution free-bound
spectroscopy has been noted before. ' ) As there are ac-
tually several different molecular potentials, each with
hfs and rotational structure, this spectrum may not be
resolvable until 6, & 1 6Hz.

The density of Na-Na pairs with separation Ro
Rp+dRp is [Na] (4zRo dRp)/2. The probability

that an Na -Na pair undergoes a hJ transition before
spontaneous emission will be labeled P~(Rp). The total
rate R~J of fine-structure transfers, per unit volume, is
thus

reaching this small-R region before spontaneous emis-
sion is P-exp[ —I ~At(Rp)] -exp[ —(A~/4) t ] from
Eq. (4). For the Rp~ 500 A region of importance, the
Na*-Na pair is trapped in the attractive —C/R poten-
tial and will repeatedly traverse out to Rp and back to
R-0 until radiating or undergoing a d,J transition
(transfer between adiabatic states connected adiabatical-
ly to 3Py2 can also occur, but will not greatly alter the
following result). Thus

P~(Rp) rt JP+ rtj(I —rtj)P +

[Na]'
Rm „dRo4ttRo&{Ro.tot. ,I)Pm{Ro) . (5)

rtJP

1 —P'+ rt JP'
(6)

If the Na -Na pair reaches the (-30 A) J-recoupling
region before radiating, it rapidly traverses this twice to
yield a net J-changing probability gJ, equal to 2P(1 —P)
in the Landau-Zener approximation, ' where P is the
single-transit hopping probability. The probability of

[Na*(3Py2)]r„-(r„/hap, ) [Na](Z'/~) [1+(2a/r&) ']

A rate coefficient k~ for the hJ process is normally
defined from the collision rate by

R~ [Na] [Na (3P3/2) ]k~ . (7)

I

The excited-atom density is dominated by free-atom ex-
citation, so

(8)

(9)

Combining (3), (5), (7), and (8) yields

r„(r„/2) '+~'
k~(a)L) =

2 r~/2 ' dRo 4nRo &(toL, .Ro)Pw (Ro) .

As toL, is tuned into the red wing the integral in Eq. (9) increases; hence k~ increases rapidly due to the & factor. As
roL is tuned into the blue wing the integral decreases as -5 and k~-const.

The factors c(toL,Rp), 4+Rp, and P~(Rp) in the integrand of Eq. (9) are shown in Fig. 2. The k~(toL, ) that result

from Eq. (9) are shown in Fig. l. As noted previously, for 6 & 100 MHz these results are only indicative as hfs has not

been included. For the larger 6 values e(Rp, toL) is sharply peaked at R-R„, where toL top —C/hR„. The integral in

Eq. (9) reduces to (4'„/I dv/dR I tt„)[I ~/4]P~(R„) by substitution of dRp dv/I dv/dR I g„, the factor in

parentheses is the quasistatic absorption coefficient. As can be seen by comparing the dashed line e and P~ in Fig. 2

the quantum spreading has only a minor effect on k~(coL).
The rate coefficient kaE for "radiative-escape" process (2) is given by Eq. (9) when PaE(Rp) is substituted for

P~(Rp). Here PaE(Rp) is the probability of radiative emission at R ~ R~ -55 A. during a transit through the R-0
region; this will release at least I-K kinetic energy causing both atoms to escape from current light traps. PaE(Rp) is

shown in Fig. 2, and was obtained as follows. For Rp ) 140 A one must sum the results of multiple crossing, as in Eq.
(6), where the probability of radiative escape is the radiative rate times the time spent at R & RE, which we call

2tE(Rp):

2t, (R,)r P
PRE(Ro) -2tE (Rp) r [p —(1 rt, )p'+- 0'+ rtgP'

(10)

In this Rp region tE is essentially independent of Rp (the
speed at RE is dominated by the energy C3RE ) and
2tE(Rp)R =0.01. For Rp & 140 A many oscillations
occur [because t(Tp)R &&1] and the competition be-
tween radiative escape and j changing must be properly
addressed. j-changing collisions occur at a rate RJ

rt~/2t(Rp) and compete with radiative decay with the
rate R . Of the radiative decays, a fraction
fE tF/t(Rp) = (Rg/Rp) leads to radiative escape so
PRE fear /(r +r, ). Obviously fF. is unity for
Rp &R~. The kaE(d) that result are shown in Fig. 1.

Equation (10) applies for d & 3 GHz, where compar-

t
ison with Eq. (6) shows that P~(A)//PaE(h) -k~(h)/
kRE(A) 100rtg. The total trap-loss rate coefficient
equals 2(1+100rtj)kaE, where the factor of 2 results
from two atoms ejected per hJ or radiative-escape col-
lision. We estimate gj by comparing the Landau-Zener
adiabaticity parameter [a v~2/h(V~~ —V22)] in the J-
recoupling region to that of —350-K collisions of K -K,
Rb*-Rb, and Cs*-Cs. If one assumes the initially cold
Na*-Na pairs have gained —8 cm ' of kinetic energy
before traversing the —30-A recoupling region, their a
falls between that of K*-K and Rb*-Rb. Interpolating
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between measured cross sections' yields gj —0.2 for this
T=0 K, Na*-Na case.

We draw several conclusions from these calculations.
(1) Collisional trap loss should increase rapidly with red
detuning (Fig. 1). A similar conclusion was reached for
associative ionization by Na*-Na* collisions in traps.
(2) Fine-structure transfer is the dominant collisional
trap-loss mechanism for 3P3t2 state excitation. (3) k~
and ktta are essentially independent of temperature
below —1 mK, because C/R6 greatly exceeds kT in the
Ro (400 A region of significance. (4) Spontaneous de-
cay of Na -Na pairs excited at Ro) 400 A occurs be-
fore the atoms are close enough for trap loss to occur,
even though the normal Langevin process would draw
Na -Na pairs together from much larger range (—900
A. for T-1 mK). (5) k~ calculated here are large
enough to explain the rate of collisional trap loss ob-
served by Raab et al. , but not the reported insensitivity
to the fraction of Na*.

Up to this point we have assumed that the pair-
distribution function of Na atotn pairs is uniform. This
is not justified for atoms that are frequently excited, as
in current light traps. These move so slowly (-0.3R, in
I A ) that as little as 10% of saturation intensity will
perturb the pair-distribution function at distances up to
—10 A. Also, the spatial orientation of the atom-pair
relative to the local radiation field direction causes pref-
erential, successive excitation to attractive or repulsive
excited states. This issue is beyond the scope of the
present paper.
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